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The drama culture prospered again in Ming Dynasty, and peaked in 
Qing Dynasty.  This is why the drama culture in Ming and Qing draws 
broad attention from scholars.  This study report tries to illustrate the 
social characteristics reflected by the drama culture in Ming and Qing, 
through social politics and economy, social culture, social psychology, 
social fashion, and market situation. 
In the general section, this study report analyzes drama scripts in 
Ming and Qing and describes the framework of Ming and Qing drama.  
It covers six phases: Early Ming, Middle Ming, Late Ming, Ming & Qing 
transition, Kang Qian Peak, and Late Qing.  The first is the ethic trend in 
drama in Early Ming.  The government in Early Ming enacted a series of 
policies and laws that significantly affected drama.  Drama creation 
declined, and beneficial ethic is the popular trend in Early Ming’s drama.  
The second is the development of the society and drama in Middle Ming.  
The era spirit was blended into drama, and the stream of emotion became 
active.  The third is the prosperity of drama in Late Ming.  The drama 
creation had a complete prosperity thanks to the stimulus of social 
conflict, the emotion idea and religions, and the drama fashion with 
national craziness.  The fourth is the Ming and Qing transition, and the 
drama development.  The special political and cultural environment and 
the special cultural psychology were reflected in the drama creation.  
Drama writers expressed indirectly national emotions through historical 
stories, which formed a hot period for historical drama creations. To 
express current emotions through historicals became an indirect symbol 
of era spirit.  The fifth is the Kang Qian Peak and the competition 
between Hua & Ya. The changes in life style, life customs, and 
consuming concept, the prosperity of professional drama play groups, the 
popularity of Zhezi drama and small local drama and the prosperity of 
commercial drama theater, helped the Hua drama gradually replace the Ya 
Kun drama, and dominate in the national drama plays.  The sixth is the 
Late Qing and the drama reform.  The local drama prospered thanks to 
metropolitan culture and citizen economy development in Late Qing.  
The drama improvement event in Late Qing brought drama directly into 
the orbit to serve the politics improvement, and make it play an active 
role in pushing the reforms wakening of Chinese nation. 
In the topic section, this study report analyzes the special impact on 
drama culture from certain periods in Ming and Qing from different 
angles.  The first is drama culture at Wu Yue area in middle and late 
Ming.  The special culture environment formed the special components, 
location, circulation, and creation in the drama culture at Wu Yue area.  













The background, characters, and scene in the Jiangnan garden drama 
formed the unique Jiangnan garden drama culture in Ming and Qing.  
The third is the drama creation from female drama writers in Ming and 
Qing.  The female writers’ drama creation started in Ming and Qing’s 
social background, and their creation topics are bright and unique.  The 
fourth is the commercial characteristics of Liyu drama activities, which 
are mainly reflected in commercial characteristics of Liyu drama creation, 
the commercialized creation of drama theory, and the for-profit 
characteristics of Liyu drama group’s commercial play.  The fifth is the 
power voice characteristics of prohibited and controlled drama in Ming 
and Qing.  As the official play, drama was controlled in Ming and Qing.  
The complexity of drama prohibition and control in Ming and Qing can 
be seen through the conflict of emperor exclusive drama, and pros and 
cons of civil drama prohibition and damage.  The sixth is the Suzhou, 
Nanjing, Yangzhou, and Beijing drama.  The prosperity of Suzhou 
drama in Late Ming is closely related to the popularity of Kunshan accent.  
The prosperity of Nanjing drama in Late Ming is closely attached to the 
factors such Ming and Qing transition.  The popularity of Yangzhou 
drama in Late Qing is related to its traffic position and the Emperor 
Qianlong’s southern visits.  The popularity of Beijing drama in Qing is 
closed related to its center position in politics and cultures.  The seventh 
is the religions and the drama in Ming and Qing.  The commercialization 
of Buddhism in Late Ming formed big scale creation of fiction drama.  
The combination of multiple religions in Ming and Qing became a 
general and directive idea deep into all social facets.  The religion and 
ghost combination is the basic characteristics of drama in Ming and Qing.  
The eighth is the market change and drama development in Ming and 
Qing.  The prosperity of rural drama market in Ming and Qing played a 
significant role in Hua drama’s origin.  The family drama play in Ming 
and Qing interacted with the commercial drama play market.  The 
competition between Hua and Ya in Middle Qing is not only the fight 
between different drama accent and groups over drama consuming market, 
but also a national market competition in the drama development history. 
Fundamentally based on time and space, this study report built an 
illustration framework organically combining dot, line, and space.  It not 
only covers the historical drama culture impact during the Ming and Qing 
social development, but also pays attention to typical drama cultures 
during specific periods, to vividly illustrate the drama activities during 
Ming and Qing, and to reach the objective of accurately, objectively, and 
systematically understanding the impact of Ming and Qing social 
development on drama activities. 
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